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Standard Apps/tools:

WEB BROWSER:

On Safari, you see the real web — not a
stripped-down mobile version — whether
you’re connecting via Wi-Fi, 3G, or EDGE.
iPhone always connects you to the fastest
network available.

Access to the web at any time, via
the device will allow students
access to learning content 24/7.

EMAIL:

iPhone works with popular email providers
— including MobileMe, Yahoo! Mail, Gmail,
Hotmail, and AOL — and most industry-
standard IMAP or POP mail systems. Add
multiple accounts and move between them
easily.

With an email feature that
synchronises to personal and
school email, keeping the line of
communication open and
accessible when ever needed.

MAPS:

Maps on iPhone lets you switch between
map view, satellite view, hybrid view, and
street view. And you can always double-
tap or pinch to zoom in and out on a map.

With access to live map data,
students have a wealth of
geography and regional
information for use in projects
and assignments.

CALENDAR:

Calendar works with Yahoo!, Google,
Microsoft Outlook, iCal, MobileMe, and
Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync
for Enterprise to bring everything together.
Add events with a few taps. Set alerts to
remind you. Subscribe to calendars for
things like national holidays and sports
schedules.

The calendar is a great tool to
help students organise
themselves. Deadlines, time-
tables, home works, after school
activities, trips etc.

CALCULATOR:

The iPhone Calculator is two calculators in
one. Rotate it to landscape to transform it
from basic to scientific.

As well as the obvious uses for
maths, the calculator give the
students access to this tool if
needed in all subject areas.

http://www.apple.com/mobileme/
http://www.apple.com/iphone/iphone-3g/more-features.html


NOTES:

Use Notes on iPhone to write yourself a
quick note and keep important information
on hand. Send notes to yourself or others
via email and sync them back to your Mac
or PC.

Very useful for helping students
remember things.... Keywords,
homework tasks, assignment
notes, lesson notes.

CAMERA:

iPhone uses iTunes to sync the photos you
have in iPhoto on a Mac or Adobe
Photoshop Elements and Adobe Photoshop
Album on a PC. All the photos on your
computer sync to your iPhone, so you can
look at them — and share them —
anywhere you go.

Although only available on the
iPhone (not iPod touch), using a
camera as a way to record and
share their work, is a quick easy
process.

SMS:

Messages appear on your iPhone as an
ongoing conversation, so it’s easy to pick
up where you left off. You can even
forward one or more messages to others.

Like the camera, SMS is only
available on the iPhone. Very
useful for quick dialogue,
extending lesson Q and A's,
receiving HWK reminders, and
deadlines.

VOICE RECORDER:

Record ideas, reminders, meetings, class
lectures, notes — any audio you want —
using the built-in iPhone microphone, your
headset, or an external mic accessory.
Voice Memos records even when you’re
using your iPhone to do things like check
email or surf the web.

Sometimes it is quicker to record
notes as an audio file, rather than
writing down notes. The voice
recorder will also allow MFL
students record speaking
assignments, which can be shared
with each other and teachers for
AFL.

IPOD:

Shop the iTunes Store right on iPhone and
choose from millions of songs you can
download via Wi-Fi or your cellular
network. Even download movies and TV
shows.*

The iPod tool will allow students
the ability to download and access
Pod casts. These could be lesson
notes set by the teacher, or
revision exercises/ methods.

YOUTUBE:

Watch YouTube videos wherever you are.
Log in to your YouTube account to save
and sync bookmarks and rate your
favorites. Find a video you like? Tap to
share it with a friend.

Access to YouTube video content
directly on the device gives
students a media-rich alternative
of discovery. How to videos, for
example.

http://www.apple.com/iphone/iphone-3g/itunes.html
http://www.apple.com/iphone/iphone-3g/ipod.html#footnote-star
http://www.apple.com/iphone/iphone-3g/ipod.html#footnote-star


Organisational Apps:

EVERNOTE:

From creating text and ink notes, to snapshots of whiteboards and wine labels,
to clips of webpages, Evernote users can capture anything from their real and
digital lives and find it all anytime.

GOOGLE MOBILE:

The fastest way to search. Includes search by voice and local search.
Quick access to Maps, Gmail, and more.

DICTIONARY:

The free Dictionary.com app delivers world-class reference content from
Dictionary.com and Thesaurus.com including more than 275,000
definitions and 80,000 synonyms. The app also features audio pronunciations,
similarly spelled words and Dictionary.com's popular Word of the Day that is
enjoyed by more than a million users

MY HOMEWORK:
myHomework is a simple and easy to use iPhone and Mac application that
allows you to keep track of your homework, classes, projects and tests while
interacting with a really cool design. myHomework's design tends to resemble
our day to day notebook, the sections are separated by colorful "sticky pads"
that marks the page.

TEACHER TOOL:

TeacherTool is an iPhone App that makes your administrative and
organizational work as a teacher more effective and easier. It is a teacher‘s
electronic calendar, notebook and course register in your pocket, always
available, always complete, always up to date.

ZUMODRIVE:

Just think if you always had all your documents on each of your devices
without having to move files or synchronize content. And even better if these
documents became completely safe and protected as soon as you saved them
for the first time.

DOCUMENTS:

Introducing the iPhone's only light weight mobile office suite. This essential
application allows you to edit and manage spreadsheet & text files on your
iPhone. Works both online and offline. You can also synchronize files to your
Google Documents account and open files on your PC or Mac.

http://www.evernote.com/about/home.php
http://www.google.com/intl/en_uk/mobile/#p=default
http://dictionary.reference.com/apps/iphone
http://www.myhomework.rigoneri.com/
http://www.teachertool.us/TeacherTool_(English)/TeacherTool.html
http://www.zumodrive.com/
http://www.savysoda.com/Documents/


WHITEBOARD:

The app lets iPhone and iPod touch users collaborate on drawings over a local
Wi-Fi network or Bluetooth, transfer images to other Whiteboard: Collaborative
Drawing users, and submit drawings to the WhiteboardGallery.com Web site.
The app includes a color picker, brush width settings and opacity controls.

NETSKETCH:

DRAWING FOR ARTISTS ON THE GO
NetSketch sports a powerful vector graphics engine that has been fine-tuned
for mobile artists. Create detailed drawings with infinite pan and zoom, a full-
spectrum color picker, and a fast eyedropper tool. When you zoom in, you get
smooth, accurate lines - not huge pixels. Need to draw 2000 individual blades
of grass? No problem. You can draw at any level, so it’s easy to add detail to
your work!

eREADER:
Forget carrying around stacks of books for school, work, or vacation. Stanza
on your iPhone or iPod lets you hold a lifetime’s worth of reading in your
pocket or handbag. Whether on a plane or waiting in line, your books are only
a tap away.

MY STUDY CARDS:

Test your knowledge with electronic flash cards for both the iPod Touch and
iPhone! Work offline once your cards are loaded and stored on your device.
Type your own or import a text file via our website. You can easily download
FREE cards from our growing library (iPod touch requires WiFi)

TO DO:

There are all sorts of homework trackers in the App Store but, used carefully,
Todo is the only app you'll need to track everything for all of your classes.
Sync it with the web using Toodledo.

FLASH CARDS:

You can now take your flashcards with you to study on your iPhone or iPod
touch. Mental Case for iPhone, which is available via the iTunes App Store, can
sync with Mental Case on your Mac, and even allows you to download
flashcards from FlashcardExchange.com, the largest online repository of
flashcards in the World (22 million cards).

MB DRIVE:

With mbDrive, transferring files to and from your iPhone/iPod Touch as never
been easier! mbDrive transforms your iPhone/iPod Touch into a wireless flash
disk that you can use just like any other flash disk to store your documents
and files. With our lightning fast WebDav server build-in, you can map your
iPhone or iPod Touch as a remote folder on any modern operation system.

http://www.macobserver.com/tmo/article/greengar_intros_whiteboard_collaborative_drawing_for_the_iphone/
http://appadvice.com/app/284939612
http://www.lexcycle.com/
http://www.worklifestudy.com/
http://appadvice.com/app/282778557
http://www.macflashcards.com/iphone
http://www.flashcardexchange.com/
http://appadvice.com/app/338810839


MY GRADES:

myGrades is an easy, flexible, great-looking grade tracker which adapts to
many types of grading scales. With myGrades you can see where your
academic progress has been and predict where it is going in a few, guided
steps

ASSIGNMENTS:

Are you having trouble keeping your schoolwork organized? Would you simply
like a better way to keep track of it all? Welcome to Assignments by Pinwheel
Development, Inc: A way to organize work in an entirely new and sensible
fashion. Assignments, unlike other task management programs, is built from
the ground up to manage schoolwork. View all of your work, or view it
organized by class. Search your assignments and view those that are soon
due. Quickly add your classes and each assignment you enter will be organized
with a flip of the onscreen wheel. Touch to add a recording to any assignment.

WIKIPANION:

Accessing Wikipedia has never been faster and easier than with Wikipanion,
designed for easy, search, navigation and display of Wikipedia entries.
Streamline your browsing with history grouped by visit date, and bookmarking
that not only bookmarks individual entries, but individual sections within an
entry.

CRAM:

Study with flashcards and multiple choice tests. Cram is a personal study tool
that helps you create, study, & share custom tests on your phone. Tests can
be easily created online via the Cram web portal, on your desktop with Cram
for Mac, or directly in Cram on your mobile device. The power of Cram allows
you to tailor test material specifically to your needs.

BIGWORDS:

BIGWORDS saves about $225 on multi-item textbookorders. WE DON’T SELL
ANYTHING. We find the cheapest textbooks to buy or rent by comparing prices
at every good online textbook retailer.

iStudiezPro:

A student's life is a dizzying mix of activity and just plain craziness! Take
charge of your schedule and put iStudiez Pro to work for you!
iStudiez Pro features:
• Smart Today view automatically displays summary of current classes and
tasks after basic schedule was input
• Fully-featured and detailed schedule planner
• Interactive multifunctional calendar including expanded month and week
views

http://appadvice.com/app/306634403
http://appadvice.com/app/285043579
http://appadvice.com/app/288349436
http://appadvice.com/app/290024708
http://appadvice.com/app/324164510
http://appadvice.com/app/310636441
http://appadvice.com/app/310636441


• Color labels to mark each particular course
• Stylish and comprehensively designed icons to distinguish key class types
• Support of iPhone/iPod's touch unique features like device rotation and touch
gestures
• Integrated address book

SIMPLEMIND:

SimpleMind is a mind mapping tool that turns your iPhone or iPod touch into a
brainstorming, idea collection and thought structuring device.

iFLIPR:

Why iFlipr Flashcards?
• Awesome Community → Thousands of users, over 8,000,000 cards on
iFlipr.com!
• Study Offline → Decks sync with iFlipr.com, so you have a backup, just in
case.
• Pictures and Sounds → Upload through the web interface, with direct from
phone on-the-way.
• WYSIWYG Editor → Add custom fonts and font-sizes, highlighting, text-
alignment, bulleted lists and more.
• Easy Import → Copy and paste from a spreadsheet.
• Learn Faster → Intelligent learning algorithm.
• Free Updates → More features are on the way.

ICE:

When moments matter, this is one application that could save lives. This FREE
ICE (In Case of Emergency) application was developed by Donate Life America
and LegalZoom – two organizations that share the common goal of
empowering people and enriching lives.

HP i PRINT PHOTO:

One-stop photo app for the photo enthusiast!
With this free, one-stop app - you can capture, edit, and wirelessly print
photos directly from your iPhone or iPod touch (1) to HP Inkjet printers
connected to a local wireless (WiFi) network.

AIRYELL:

AirYell™ is the local business and services search tool of choice for your iPhone
and iPod touch. Tap it once and it auto locates where you are. It then uses our
OneTap® search technology to provide you with the most complete business
results located near you. Tap the phone number and dial or or tap on the map
and it traces a route to where you want to go.

http://appadvice.com/app/304515487
http://appadvice.com/app/287056408
http://appadvice.com/app/327155819
http://appadvice.com/app/299531647
http://appadvice.com/app/285026839


ART Apps:

NATIONAL GALLERY:

The National Gallery is the first ever gallery to make its paintings accessible
through a downloadable iPhone application, making it possible to take a mini
tour of the Gallery anywhere in the world.

ART:

Designed by ADS Software Group, Art is exactly what it suggests; a collection
of the world’s finest works of art ready to be perused on your iPhone.
Currently, the app has expanded to include 5,000 paintings by 80 well-known
artists, with even more plans for growth in the next update.

PAINTERS:

Our collection consists of almost 200 painters with their most-known paintings
from all over the world (14 nationalities). Among others you will find
masterpieces from the painters Andreas Achenbach, Ivan Aiviasovski, Pieter
Brueghel de Oude, Paul Cézanne, Jean Fouquet, Vincent van Gogh, Juan Gris,
Frans Hals, Gustav Klimt, Michelangelo, Rembrandt van Rijn, Egon Schiele,
Johannes Vermeer, Paolo Uccello, Leonardo Da Vinci and many others.

ACOUSTICGUIDE:

This tour features stunning works by Monet, van Gogh, Cezanne, and more.
Immerse yourself in a world of color, light and imagination while you learn
about the artists who revolutionized painting and laid the foundation for
modern art.. Application features include:

MUSEE DU LOUVRE:

Although only out for a week, Musée du Louvre is already the number one
(free) Education App as per Apple’s website. The Musée du Louvre app,
obviously limited compared to the actual museum, is the digital Louvre in the
palm of your hand. I am surprised there have not been more apps like this,
although with the Louvre paving the way, I hope that more museums will
follow suit and provide quality, educational apps like this.

ART VIDEO:

With ArtVideo: Drawing, you can learn how to draw realistic figure drawings
and detailed portaits - all on your iPhone or iPod touch. ArtVideo: Drawing also
allows you to chat right within the application - you can immediately share
your thoughts and comments on a moderated discussion panel. Share your
favorite sketching tips with other artists!

http://shareit.yhgfl.net/kirklees/holmfirthhighschool/?p=1544
http://blog.ads-sg.com/category/art/
http://appadvice.com/app/315133620
http://appshouter.com/iphone-app-review/iphone-app-review-musee-du-louvre/
http://iphone.wareseeker.com/artvideo-drawing-1.0.6.app/4312897591


PHOTOSHOP:

Photoshop.com Mobile for iPhone lets you quickly and easily edit and share
your photos with simple gestures directly on your iPhone. Photoshop.com
Mobile is like having your entire photo library in your pocket without wasting
your phone's valuable storage space.

BRUSHES:

Considered so professional it was used to create the cover of The New Yorker
magazine. "Go beyond the doodle" reads the description. Powerful and useful
painting tools designed perfectly for use by your fingers.

LAYERS:

Still relatively new, so it comes with a few bugs. However, it comes with a very
powerful feature - layers. Pull up an image and start to trace over it or build an
image from scratch and use layers to carefully manage the look and feel of
your artwork. It also includes PSD support, which means you can pop the
image right into Photoshop and continue right where you left off, all your
layered work intact.

COOLIRIS:

The best image search engine on iPhone gives you a great starting point for
artistic ideas. Just pick a search term and you you can search DeviantArt,
Google Images, Flickr, Picasa and others. If you find an image you'd like to use
for inspiration, you can even download it to your iPhone, so you could use an
image you got from Cooliris as the bottom layer in "Layers," the app above.
Just make sure to do enough original work to make the art your own.

i-CREATED:

iCreated brings the coolest, iPhone-centric Art on Earth to the App Store. Why
settle for boring wallpapers, when you can enjoy the efforts of international
artists who use their iPhones to create ART. Over 100 original pieces create a
visual link between iPhone Art, and iPhone Apps.

NETSKETCH:

DRAWING FOR ARTISTS ON THE GO
NetSketch sports a powerful vector graphics engine that has been fine-tuned
for mobile artists. Create detailed drawings with infinite pan and zoom, a full-
spectrum color picker, and a fast eyedropper tool. When you zoom in, you get
smooth, accurate lines - not huge pixels. Need to draw 2000 individual blades
of grass? No problem. You can draw at any level, so it’s easy to add detail to
your work!

http://appadvice.com/app/331975235
http://appadvice.com/app/288230264
http://appadvice.com/app/322043687
http://appadvice.com/app/294479487
http://appadvice.com/app/318776414
http://appadvice.com/app/284939612


COLORSUTRA:

colorSutra takes the guesswork out of matching colors.
Ever wonder how professional designers create great color combinations every
time? This fun application makes this incredibly easy: just pick a color from a
color wheel, or sample it with the iPhone camera. colorSutra will automatically
give you the colors that match.

ARTEMIS VIEWFINDER:

Artemis is a digital directors viewfinder for the iPhone. Designed with both
cinematographers and directors in mind, Artemis works in much the same way
as a traditional directors viewfinder, though much more accurately.

ART:

Great Artists and their masterpieces. Factbook, Gallery and Quiz game.
High quality images of famous works of art. Biographies of artists. Perfect for
improving one's knowledge of art history while standing in line.

CLAUDE MONET:

The Claude Monet Virtual Art Gallery features over twenty-five high quality
renderings of his works with two different modes. The Virtual Gallery mode
allows you to quickly click your way through his extensive body of artwork.
And the Thumbnail Gallery mode allows you to easily pick and choose which
works of art you would like to select for viewing.

The Egon Schiele Virtual Art Gallery

The Egon Schiele Virtual Art Gallery features over twenty-five high quality
renderings of his works with two different modes. The Virtual Gallery mode
allows you to quickly click your way through his extensive body of artwork.
And the Thumbnail Gallery mode allows you to easily pick and choose which
works of art you would like to select for viewing.

ENDLESS ART:

Endless ArtWork allows you to experience the greatest art in history, all on
your iPhone or iPod Touch! Experience more than 16,000 historic works of art
by Da Vinci, Michelangelo, Monet, Picasso, and many more.

FINE ART:

With over 2000 high resolution images of paintings and drawings from the
Great Masters, Fine Art - The Great Masters is an excellent resource for
students of art, teachers, curators, and just about anyone interested in
viewing some of the world's most treasured fine art in the palm of a hand.

http://appadvice.com/app/288096720
http://appadvice.com/app/324917457
http://www.apptism.com/apps/art
http://www.apptism.com/apps/claude-monet-virtual-art-gallery
http://www.apptism.com/apps/egon-schiele-virtual-art-gallery
http://www.apptism.com/apps/endless-artwork
http://www.apptism.com/apps/fine-art-the-great-masters-vol-1


FRANCISCO GOYA:

The Francisco de Goya Virtual Art Gallery features forty-eight high quality
renderings of his works with two different modes. The Virtual Gallery mode
allows you to quickly click your way through his extensive body of artwork.
And the Thumbnail Gallery mode allows you to easily pick and choose which
works of art you would like to select for viewing.

Hieronymus Bosch Virtual Art Gallery

The Hieronymus Bosch Virtual Art Gallery features forty high quality renderings
of his works with two different modes. The Virtual Gallery mode allows you to
quickly click your way through his extensive body of artwork. And the
Thumbnail Gallery mode allows you to easily pick and choose which works of
art you would like to select for viewing.

JOAN MIRO:

The Joan Miro Virtual Art Gallery features over fifteen high quality renderings
of his works with two different modes. The Virtual Gallery mode allows you to
quickly click your way through his extensive body of artwork. And the
Thumbnail Gallery mode allows you to easily pick and choose which works of
art you would like to select for viewing.

BUSINESS Apps:

INTERSOG:

The test is intended for:
1.People in business who have not studied business
communications—particularly business writing–as part of their formal
education.
2.Students preparing for subject or credit examinations and practitioners in
fields in which competence in communication skills is part of a certifica tion
program.
3.Business, government, and educational organizations conducting in-service
training programs.

BIZ:

With Biz, you’re gaining the expert insight, strategies, tips, tricks, and tactics
to grow your business.
You’ll have access to over 100 tried, tested, and true business building
strategies. Swipe through the business tips for inspiration and ideas.

http://www.apptism.com/apps/francisco-de-goya-virtual-art-gallery
http://www.apptism.com/apps/hieronymus-bosch-virtual-art-gallery
http://www.apptism.com/apps/joan-miro-virtual-art-gallery
http://mobile.intersog.com/05/05/business-communications-test/#more-30
http://mobile.intersog.com/05/05/business-communications-test/#more-30
http://www.plr.me/biz/


PRESENTERPRO:

How would you like to deliver a presentation that is so memorable, your
audience will mention it long after they applauded you? Read the content on
this site to find out how Rexi Media can help you deliver outstanding
presentations*, whether you work in sales, marketing, or training.

LEMONADE TYCOON:

Maximize your selling savvy in this best selling classic – now available for your
iPhone™ and iPod® touch! The sweetest part is that this ad-supported version
is FREE! And to make things even juicier, you can upgrade to the ad-free
version for only 99 cents!

ICE CREAM STAND:

Much like the classic Apple Lemonade Stand game the aim of Ice Cream Stand
is to try and make as much money as you can in 30 days by running your very
own Ice Cream Stand.

BUSINESS TERMS:

The Dictionary of Business Terms (Lite) puts a fully-searchable, essential
reference tool in the palm of your hand. This comprehensive, practical and
user-friendly application makes it easy to understand the multitude of business
terms and concepts that inundate us every day.

HICALC:

HiCalc Finance Edition includes 6 modules including Finance, Currency
converter, Business Calculator, Tip calculator, Arithmetic and Trigonometry. All
your calculations with be so simple.

i TRADE:

Try iTrade, a stock trading simulator platform based on NerdTrade.com. iTrade
is a realistic stock trading simulator for the iPhone. The only difference is you
won't risk real money, even iTrade is FREE.

DRAMA Apps:

SHAKESPEARE MACBETH:

This drama is one of the great tragedy themed plays by William Shakespeare.
The themes illustrated in the play include ambition, fate, deception and
treachery. All acts of the famous drama are available on this app.

http://www.reximedia.com/
http://appadvice.com/app/308713747
http://appadvice.com/app/293543587
http://www.apptism.com/apps/dictionary-of-business-terms-lite
http://www.apptism.com/apps/hicalc-finance-business-calculator
http://www.apptism.com/apps/itrade
http://www.appstorehq.com/shakespeare-macbeth-iphone-82269/app


SHAKESPEARE ROMEO and JULIET:

This reader is equipped with auto scrollers to make a more pleasurable reading
experience. CLICK HERE

SHAKESPEARE TEMPEST:

This reader is equipped with auto scrollers to make a more pleasurable reading
experience. This drama is one of the great comedy plays by William
Shakespeare. The themes illustrated in the play are freedom, friendship ,
repentance and forgiveness and feature different temperaments illustrating
temperance and intemperance.

DRAMA:

Read through thought provoking interviews, be entertained by the Dramatic
photography and browse the latest in designer fashion.
DRAMA Magazine specializes in fashion and performance showcasing the
hottest stars in dance, fashion, film, music, theatre and television.

I GIVE IT A:

I GIVE IT A... is an animated rating system that gives you the ability to show
everyone what you thought of that;
food, movie, performance, dress, service, etc...
You select a number, hold up your iPhone or iPod Touch, you hear a drumroll
start and rapid, fast moving numbers start flashing. Suddenly the drumroll
stops and the screen goes blank. The suspense builds, till finally you hear a
DING... and up pops your number that completely fills the screen.

ENGLISH Apps:

DICTIONARY and THESAURUS:

This is yet another extremely popular and widely used English thesaurus app
available in the iTunes Store. This app delivers top graded reference content
from the Dictionary.com and the Thesaurus.com website without any Internet
connection. The app includes more than 275,000 definitions and 80,000
synonyms, which is more than enough to satisfy the users. In respect to
features and user convenience, most users will agree to grade the
Dictionary.com – Dictionary & Thesaurus app to be the best of its kind.

GRAMMAR UP:

Grammar Up contains all major grammar topics with huge question bank. it
contains over 1800 questions. the complete solution for learning english

http://www.appstorehq.com/shakespeare-romeoandjuliet-iphone-82405/app
http://iphone.wareseeker.com/shakespeare-the-tempest.app/4311928622
http://iphone.wareseeker.com/shakespeare-the-tempest.app/4311928622
http://iphone.wareseeker.com/shakespeare-the-tempest.app/4311928622
http://iphone.wareseeker.com/shakespeare-the-tempest.app/4311928622
http://appadvice.com/app/306955516
http://appadvice.com/app/304564726
http://dictionary.reference.com/apps/iphone


grammar. Grammar Up is an iPhone/iPod Touch application that lets you play a
quiz game. it helps you to clear your fundamentals.

WORD SCRAMBLE:

This game is geared toward older kids. Race against the clock to find as many
words (of at least 3 letters) as you can. Longer words score more points.

WORD WARP:

Similar to TextTwist, Word Warp is a challenging anagram type of word game
in which you try to form as many words as you can out of the six letters you
are given before time runs out. You will receive points for each correct word
you come up with, but in order to advance to the next level you must come up
with at least one word that uses all six letters.

MISS SPELL:

Miss Spell's Class is a free original word game that lets players test their
spelling skills against the most commonly misspelled words on Dictionary.com.
Players must quickly decide whether each of 20 words is spelled correctly or
incorrectly, as speed and accuracy count to get to the top of the class!

CONCISE ENGLISH DICTIONARY:

Concise English Dictionary is a premium quality reference for the English
language. It is fast, reliable, up-to-date and really easy to use. You will love it!

ADVANCED ENGLISH DICTIONARY:

Advanced English Dictionary is distinguished from the other (paper, electronic)
dictionaries in many ways. Not because it contains far more words than a
conventional paper dictionary, but because it uses a radically new approach
and technology. Instead of just listing the words and their definitions,
Advanced English Dictionary shows how every word is linked to another.

KINDLE:

Kindle for iPhone allows Apple iPhone and iPod touch owners to read Kindle
books using a simple, easy-to-use interface. You can shop for hundreds of
thousands of books at www.amazon.com/kindlestore, and wirelessly transfer
the books to your iPhone or iPod touch. Enjoy Amazon’s low prices on Kindle
books, including New York Times Best Sellers and most new releases for
$9.99, unless marked otherwise.

http://eknathkadam.com/grammarup/Grammar_Up_For_iPhone.html
http://eknathkadam.com/grammarup/Grammar_Up_For_iPhone.html
http://appadvice.com/app/305904527
http://www.mobilityware.com/iApps/WordWarp.htm
http://dictionary.reference.com/apps/iphone
http://appadvice.com/app/295386543
http://appadvice.com/app/293150206
http://appadvice.com/app/302584613
http://appadvice.com/app/302584613


BOOK LIBRARY:

Book Library lets you keep track of all of your books wherever you are. Built
for the serious book collector and avid reader, this streamlined interface allows
you to browse your collection by author, tite, or genre.

eREADER:

Read New York Times best-selling electronic books right on your iPhone or iPod
touch!

ENGLITS:

EngLits are detail audio/text summaries of books and plays by Shakespeare,
Dickens, Austen, Hawthorne, Bronte, and other authors that can be played on
an iPhone or iPod touch. Written by university professors and recorded by
professional actors, EngLits tell the full story of the book or drama, including
all characters and events that are important. The shortest EngLit is 21 minutes
of audio and 10 pages of text (Romeo & Juliet), and the longest is over four
hours of audio and 73 pages of text(Middlemarch). By formatting the
summaries for iPhones and iPod touches, listeners can learn while riding on the
bus, jogging, biking, lounging, and even walking the dog.
http://www.englits.com/

CLASSICS:

AS SEEN ON TV! Classics is now featured in Apple's iPhone TV commercial,
"Read".
Escape into some of the greatest stories ever written.
Experience digital reading in a way that is so natural, and so obvious, it just
feels right.
It begins with a collection of over a dozen hand-picked, literary masterpieces…

ANTHOLOGY:

This eBook contains twelve classic books for children, pre-teens and young
adults. These are stories by some of history's greatest novelists including
Charles Dickens, Arthur Conan Doyle, Robert Louis Stevenson and Mark Twain
to name a few.

ANIMAL FARM STUDY GUIDE:

Shmoop's Animal Farm analysis is everything you need to dig into and better
understand the book for your upcoming class, paper, test, book club meeting,
whatever. Our content goes deeply into the who's, what's, when's, where's and
why's of the book. It is written for today's student and the life-long learner
alike in an edgy and smart tone and is anything but boring.

http://appadvice.com/app/290116785
http://appadvice.com/app/284499993
http://appadvice.com/app/295975817
http://www.englits.com/
http://appadvice.com/app/294773236
http://www.apptism.com/apps/an-anthology-of-great-children-s-literature
http://www.apptism.com/apps/animal-farm-study-guide-amp-quiz-o-rama


GEOGRAPHY Apps:

NAME THE FLAG:

"Name the flag" lets you test your knowledge of the world flags. You have 30
seconds to gues as many flags as you can. Depending on how well you do, you
can get a bonus time at the end of the game.

WORLD WIDE CAPITALS:

Make learning fun! You can now learn the flags and capitals of all the countries
in the world.

WORLD FACT BOOK:

The World Factbook is the reliable and extremely popular source of information
on all the nations of the world. It provides up-to-date, valuable data and high-
resolution, full-colour maps and flags for more than 250 countries and
territories in a concise, well-organized format.

GEOGRAPHY TUBE:

Kick back and watch some of the best geography videosavailable on the
iPhone.

GEOREV:

GeoRev is designed to help students revise for their Geography GCSE exam.
The app has over 600 unique questions separated into 15 topic areas, with
both foundation and higher tier options.

GOOGLE EARTH:

Hold the world in the palm of your hand.
With Google Earth for iPhone and iPod touch, you can fly to far corners of the
planet with just the swipe of a finger.
Explore the same global satellite and aerial imagery available in the desktop
version of Google Earth, including high-resolution imagery for over half of the
world's population and a third of the world's land mass.

ACCUWEATHER:

Get the "Best Weather on the Web" wherever you go with
the AccuWeather.com GPS application for iPhone. This global forecasting tool
has all the free features for your day to be "weatherproof".

http://www.yammproductions.com/name-the-flag/name-the-flag.php
http://iphone.mulishani.com/Mulishan_1./World_Wide_Capitals.html
http://jdictionary-mobile.com/products.php?req=factbook
http://appshopper.com/entertainment/geographytube-geography-video-lounge
http://www.educationapps.co.uk/Home.html
http://www.google.com/mobile/products/earth.html#p=apple
http://www.accuweather.com/ukie/index.asp?partner=accuweather&traveler=0


GPS MISSION:

This is a great resource for any subject wishing to use/ develop GPS into
projects and activities. Here you can build/ make a mission for players/
students to follow using a variety of handheld devices such as iPhone, Nokia
smart phones, HTC, Windows Mobile etc.

NATURAL DISASTERS:

Ready to be in awe of the awesome power of nature? Amazed by natural
disasters? A natural disaster is the effect of a natural hazard (e.g. flood,
volcanic eruption, earthquake, or landslide) that affects the environment, and
leads to financial, environmental and/or human losses.

TRAVEL VIDEO: AFRICA

TravelVideo: Africa is the premier mobile video collection of Africa travel tips
and destinations. Planning a trip to Africa or want to just learn more about
your Africa travel options? Africa is an amazing continent with unforgettable
wildlife, history, natural beauty, and diverse cultural traditions. With
TravelVideo: Africa, you can learn all about the sites and adventures in
countries such as South Africa, Namibia, Uganda, and more, with high quality
travel videos on your iPhone or iPod Touch.

GEOMASTER:

"GeoMaster makes geography fun - yes, really" - TUAW.com
"I looked forever for a good map quiz game and this one is easily the best out
there."

THEMATIC MAPS OF THE WORLD:

"Thematic Maps of World" is a very educational application that lets you know
our world through variety thematic maps. (Climate, Energy, Ethnography/
Religion, Industry/Economy, Land Use, Military and Population.)

WEATHERBUG:

WeatherBug is the only source for truly live, local weather – providing users
access to the largest network of professional weather stations in the US and
thousands of locations around the world. This version of WeatherBug is a free,
ad-supported application. If you are interested in an ad-free version that also
includes several additional features and enhancements, look for our premium
product – Weatherbug Elite (which is pending approval and will be available in
the App Store shortly.)

High Definition Europe Atlas

From all over Europe, we had created for you a special Atlas and guide with:

http://shareit.yhgfl.net/kirklees/holmfirthhighschool/?p=1705
http://iphone.wareseeker.com/natural-disasters-video-1.0.6.app/430b289f83
http://www.metaplayer.net/support.php?channel=travelafrica
http://appadvice.com/app/331747091
http://appadvice.com/app/324831513
http://appadvice.com/app/281940292
http://www.apptism.com/apps/high-definition-europe-atlas-new-zoom-hd-deluxe


• ZOOM TOUCH capability with the 2-fingers.
• RE-CENTER TOUCH capability with 1-finger.
• Portrait or landscape views.
• Save a picture of your screen pressing simultaneously the top and front
buttons of your device.
• Then print or e-mail regularly as desired.

LOCATION:

Location tracks and shows you your location, your altitude and maps your
exact position on the map.
Using precise CoreLocation services, track exactly where you are located on
the map. Find out your altitude, latitude, longitude in a clean and friendly
interface.
Now added to the latest version is the ability to save your locations and
viewing the history of your saved locations and altitude. View your saved
locations in embedded maps.

HISTORY Apps:

HISTORY REVISION:

GCSE History Revision is an app containing over 35 minutes of revision audio
sessions on essential history topics. This app is aimed at the UK GCSE student
– although any English-speaking student aged 14-16 will benefit from revising
these core areas. The app covers the German Weimar government as well as
how and why Adolf Hitler came to power.

101 HISTORY FACTS:

With "101 History Facts" you can uncover a wide spectrum of world history and
culture, including political events, military history, sports, arts, entertainment,
landmark legislation, and business. Discover brief facts which will answer all of
your questions about the world history and events.

HISTORY MAPS OF THE WORLD:

Looking at maps that are outdated may not be a good idea for navigating, but
looking at historical maps is entertaining. Seeing what changes have happened
not only in political borders, but as map making skills improved, is interesting.
Once a map is selected and opened, users can zoom in as usual on their
iPhone or iPod. That is the only feature of History: Maps of the World.

TODAY IN HISTORY:

Today In History is the easiest/best way to get the history information you
want when you want it. Are you ready to see more information than you can
just glimpse and finish reading in only a few minutes?

http://www.apptism.com/apps/location
http://www.imhotepcreations.com/gcsehistoryrevision
http://appadvice.com/app/337696518
http://appadvice.com/app/337696518
http://downshiftit.com/apps/applications/today-in-history/


BRITISH MUSEUM:

The 15 Way2GoGuides iPhone apps include all features of the guides available
from this website with the addition of Apple iPhone and iPod Touch
functionality. In each app FastFacts are interactive, maps and floorplans are
zoomable, weblinks are live, a photo gallery is included and all points of
interest are linked to Google Maps. With the exception of the Locate function,
there’s no need for an online connection.

EXAM BUSTERS:

A COURSE in an APP! Over 650 questions and answers written by certified
teachers and college professors with a focus on exam preparation. Highlights
essential World/European History dates, historic figures, events, and facts you
need to know to test well. Prepare for quizzes, tests, AP, PRAXIS II, CLEP, SAT
II, GED. Examine study cards one by one in sequence, and eliminate them
from your stack once you've learned them. Topics: Beginning of Civilization,
Middle Ages, Early Modern Times, Rights and Revolutions, Nationalism,
Imperialism, Between the World Wars, The United Nations, The Cold War,
Contemporary Age

100 PEOPLE of the 20th CENTURY:

Another history of the 20th century which covered the side of 100 persons who
colored the 20th century which is not known

ALEXANDER THE GREAT:

Alexander the Great was one of the most successful military commanders in
history, and was undefeated in battle. By the time of his death, he had
conquered most of the world known to the ancient Greeks.
Alexander the Great is one of many biographies aimed at young people
written by Jacob Abbott and his brother. The biographies are written in such
a way that makes them appealing and easily accessible to everyone. -
Written by Wikipedia and Lizzie Driver

Ancient History Trivia Quiz

Quizicals presents Ancient History Trivia Quiz, with 250 multiple choice
questions, including 50 bonus general knowledge questions. Ancient History
Trivia Quiz features 9 different game modes, in both single and multiplayer for
you to play and enjoy.

APOLLO11:

Forty years ago, the first man landed on the moon. Now relive the epic
adventure on your iPhone with Apollo 11: The Game – created in
collaboration with NASA. Take a trip to the moon and find yourself in the seat
of one of the greatest events in the history of mankind.

http://www.way2goguides.com/Content/iPhoneapp.aspx
http://www.way2goguides.com/Content/iPhoneapp.aspx
http://appadvice.com/app/298785356
http://www.apptism.com/apps/100-people-of-the-20th-century-season-1-chapter-1
http://www.apptism.com/apps/alexander-the-great
http://www.apptism.com/apps/alexander-the-great
http://www.apptism.com/apps/ancient-history-trivia-quiz
http://www.apptism.com/apps/apollo-11-the-game


Using the unique iPhone specific controls, take command of various mission
vehicles, such as the flying bedstead, command module and lunar module,
recreated with care in 3D.

Bede's Ecclesiastical History of England

In the year of our Lord 377, Gratian, the fortieth from Augustus, held the
empire for six years after the death of Valens; though he had long before
reigned with his uncle Valens, and his brother Valentinian. Finding the
condition of the commonwealth much impaired, and almost gone to ruin, and
impelled by the necessity of restoring it, he invested the Spaniard, Theodosius,
with the purple at Sirmium.

BLACK HISTORY:

The name of this App explains itself. BlackHistory!!! Read about the life of
great African-Americans and their works. With this app you will always have
the information about the history of African-Americans at your fingertips.

e iREVEAL:

iReveal is game, a puzzle, a history lesson and a brain exerciser all in one.
iReveal reveals a famous person - little by little - until you can guess the
person's name. The fewer pieces you need to remove before guessing the
person's name, the better your score!
There are many categories: U.S. Presidents, Hollywood Stars, Famous
Women or Men, Scientists, Easy and Difficult categories and all sorts of
famous people from throughout history.

EUROPEAN HISTORY:

This Application of European Historyfor the iPhone and iPod Touch is a resource
listing of notable events in European history, along with the births and deaths
of notable Europeans. We have created a simple and easy to use Application
that is categorized by day of the year. We have also included a very intuitive
search engine so you can search by keyword, year, or by day. This is a great
study guide for students. And it is also great for general knowledge.

FLUX CAPACITOR:

Have you ever wanted to travel back in time? The Flux Capacitor is the only
iPhone app that enables you to do just that without the need of an expensive
DeLorean. The Flux has exciting visual graphics and literally puts history in
your hands by providing fascinating recaps of the greatest innovations of our
time. Have you ever wondered what year gave us sliced bread? Learn what
year Jobs and Wozniak started Apple. Test your skills and see how far you can
travel back in time today!

HISTORIC SITES:

"Historic Sites" gives you instant information about Historic Sites, districts,
and landmarks near you.

http://www.apptism.com/apps/bede-s-ecclesiastical-history-of-england
http://www.apptism.com/apps/bede-s-ecclesiastical-history-of-england
http://www.apptism.com/apps/blackhistory
http://www.apptism.com/apps/ireveal
http://www.apptism.com/apps/european-history
http://www.apptism.com/apps/flux-capacitor
http://www.apptism.com/apps/historic-sites


Using your device's GPS and the database from the National Registry of
Historic Places, "Historic Sites" gives you a list of all the interesting pieces of
history are nearby.
In addition, you will see detailed information about each Historic Place, as
well as a map, driving directions, and more information from the internet -
all inside the app.

i HISTORY:

Imagine having all the world's history in the palm of your hand. iHistory's™
aim is just that. To provide an interactive, easy to use interface for accessing
dozens of exciting topics. iHistory™ includes a nifty feature that dynamically
updates with new topics and content each time you start the application, along
with an offline capability so you can learn while on a plane, train or anywhere
there isn't an internet connection.

MATHS Apps:

GCSE MATHS REVISION:

GCSE Maths Revisionis an app containing nearly an hour of revision audio
sessions on essential mathematics topics, accompanied with worksheets.

WRITEANSWER:

Use your finger to write the answers to sums. Handwriting recognition
technology lets you scribble the answers as quickly as you can think.
Have an intense brain training session, or have a quick game while
waiting for the bus. Either way, you’ll soon start to see an
improvement in your mental arithmetic.

BASICMATH:

This is a mathematical learning tool that will not be obsolete as your child
grows older and acquires new skills. There is no age limitation because every
feature and setting is user-configurable.

TIMESTABLES:

A times table game, that will encourage understanding of times tables.

http://www.apptism.com/apps/ihistory
http://appadvice.com/app/333276697
http://www.maximile.net/
http://www.maximile.net/
http://www.explorer-technologies.com/BasicMathDeluxe/
http://www.education4u.com.au/index.html


GRAPHING CALCULATOR:

Graphing Calculator turns your phone or iPod into an intuitive high-resolution
function plotter and scientific calculator. Features include the following:
- Includes a powerful, yet easy to use scientific calculator.
- Quickly plot and trace multiple equations on the same graph.
- Custom keyboard to speed up entering in equations.
- Pinch to zoom and drag/slide for scrolling the graph in real time.
- The graph view supports portrait and landscape modes.
- Take screen shots, and e-mail graphs to yourself.
- Evaluate your graphs at any x value using the calculator screen.
- Find the exact (x,y) coordinates for roots and intersections using the trace
mode.
- Currently supports the following functions: log, log2, log10, ln, exp, sin, cos,
tan, asin, acos, atan, sinh, cosh, tanh, degrees to radians, radians to degrees,
absolute value, square root, ceiling, floor and mod.

MATH TRIVIA QUIZ:

Quizicals presents Math Trivia Quiz, with 250 multiple choice questions,
including 50 bonus general knowledge questions. Math Trivia Quiz features 9
different game modes, in both single and multiplayer options for you to enjoy.

ADVANCED MENTAL MATHS:

Advanced Mental Maths aka Perfect6
Sharpen your mental arithmetic skills with this fun and challenging game that
will improve your number crunching abilities.

TOUCHCALC:

TouchCalc is a comfortable calculator program and offers several different
modes.
- The scientific mode offers all the usual functions and operations like the basic
arithmetical operations, power, logarithm, roots, trigonometry etc

Mathematical Formulas

Mathematical Formulas is the perfect app for you who likes mathematics and
easily forgets formulas which you need in certain situation. Without a good
app, it's tough to remember all these complicated and easy forgettable
formulas. You don't even want to write down all you formulas on ten or even
20 different post-it papers and loosing them all the time. But hey, why don't
have them in ONE place and easily access them whenever you want to?

MATH HOMEWORK SOLVER:

http://appadvice.com/app/289940142
http://www.quizicals.com/apps/math
http://word-writer.co.uk/Perfect6.aspx
http://appadvice.com/app/286091993
http://appadvice.com/app/312977094


DETAILED SOLUTIONS (formulas,step by step) for most of the solvers
Are you wasting your time solving complicated math problems?
Are you sure your results are correct?
Math Homework Solver (MHS) is making math easy!!!.

FRACTIONS CALCULATOR:

Fractions Calculator Unlimited is a calculator that does mixed fractions &
decimal arithmetic along with supporting brackets.

GRAFLY:

Grafly provides full equation graphing interactivity, with live touch-based zoom
and scroll features for arbitrarily complex multiple simultaneous graphs, and
with live gravity mode for graph exploration by simply moving your device
"around the figure" to view it from any angle.

MEDIA Apps:

LEARN ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE:

This application contains video tutorials on the Adobe Creative Suite by Terry
White and other industry experts and trainers. Most of the tutorials are 5-10
minutes and they are designed to show you how to do a particular task in one
or more of your Adobe Creative Suite applications. Some tutorials will also
show you how to use multiple apps together, which is one of the main benefits
of owning the Creative Suite.

COLOURS:

This application gives you an easy reference to RGB and HEX color codes right
on your iPhone or iPod touch. This app is designed for anyone who deals with
HEX and RGB Color codes when it comes to designing offline and online media
of multiple types.

EXPERT VIDEO:

With ExpertVideo: Digital Photography, you will learn all the basics of
photography, including the basics of aperture, depth of field, and tips from
professional photographers. Learn how to shoot portraits or closeups, and even
how to shoot special events such as weddings. ExpertVideo: Digital
Photography also allows you to chat right within the application - you can
immediately share your thoughts and comments on a moderated discussion
panel. Share your favorite tips with other photography fans!

http://appadvice.com/app/328880256
http://www.apptism.com/apps/fraction
http://www.apptism.com/apps/grafly
http://www.appstorehq.com/learnadobecreativesuitewithterrywhite-iphone-82024/app
http://www.insideroot.com/colors/
http://iphone.wareseeker.com/expertvideo-digital-photography-1.0.6.app/430a1d3ecd


FILM SPOTTING:

Bringing you the latest episodes of the popular Fimspotting podcast and WBEZ/
Chicago Public Radio show. Each week hosts Adam Kempenaar and Matty
Robinson offer in-depth discussions on new and classic releases, plus
interviews, Massacre Theatre and their signature Top 5 lists.

PODCASTING TIPS:

This App includes podcasting tips and news from podcast consultant Dave
Jackson who heads up the School of Podcasting. Get great advice on starting,
planning, producing, and promoting your podcast today.

VIDEOPIX:

VideoPix is the iPhone’s first video frame grabber. VideoPix enables you to
quickly and easily go inside your videos and save pictures from them. You can
capture the perfect shot every time. Email the pictures to your loved ones and
get their instant admiration.

REEL DIRECTOR:

ReelDirector makes it simple for everyone to create movie right on iPhone
3GS. With a drag-and-drop timeline, multiple text watermark styles and 27 pro
grade transitions, you'll turn your scattered video clips into polished movies in
just minutes.

i SLATE:

iSlate is an easy to use portable digital clapper board that can help video
enthusiasts add a touch of hollywood magic to their videos. Possible uses
include video blogs, online video postings, and various video projects.

PANO:

Pano for iPhone lets you take beautiful, seamless panoramic photos straight
from your phone, no other software necessary.

http://appadvice.com/app/338128642
http://appadvice.com/app/334674843
http://appadvice.com/app/334635063
http://appadvice.com/app/334366844
http://appadvice.com/app/334366844
http://appadvice.com/app/295464071
http://appadvice.com/app/293709029


MFL Apps:

LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR:

Translates words, phrases, sentences and whole paragraphs of text between
different languages using Googles language translation service. It can even
detect your source language. Whether you want to learn a foreign language,
fresh up your skills, travel abroad or just curious this iPhone web application
will help.

SPANISH TUTOR:

24/7 Tutor provides a set of the most common and useful words and phrases,
organized by topic and category. An audio recording by a native speaker is
available for each element. These are all integrated into a multi-function
learning system, with measurement of progress tracked by quiz scores. A
priority-filter mechanism is provided that allows you to optimize your efforts by
focusing on those items most needing additional practice.

FRENCH TUTOR:

24/7 Tutor provides a set of the most common and useful words and phrases,
organized by topic and category. An audio recording by a native speaker is
available for each element. These are all integrated into a multi-function
learning system, with measurement of progress tracked by quiz scores. A
priority-filter mechanism is provided that allows you to optimize your efforts by
focusing on those items most needing additional practice.

ITALIAN TUTOR:

24/7 Tutor provides a set of the most common and useful words and phrases,
organized by topic and category. An audio recording by a native speaker is
available for each element. These are all integrated into a multi-function
learning system, with measurement of progress tracked by quiz scores. A
priority-filter mechanism is provided that allows you to optimize your efforts by
focusing on those items most needing additional practice.

GERMAN TUTOR:

24/7 Tutor provides a set of the most common and useful words and phrases,
organized by topic and category. An audio recording by a native speaker is
available for each element. These are all integrated into a multi-function
learning system, with measurement of progress tracked by quiz scores. A
priority-filter mechanism is provided that allows you to optimize your efforts by
focusing on those items most needing additional practice.

http://translator.speedymarks.com/
http://translator.speedymarks.com/
http://www.247tutor.com/
http://www.247tutor.com/
http://www.247tutor.com/
http://www.247tutor.com/


i-TRANSLATE:

iPhoneTranslate.com is the first translation application brought to the iPhone.
Not only does it translate English sentences into foreign languages – it READS
THEM BACK TO YOU IN THAT LANGUAGE! No pocket dictionary can do that.

POCKET FRENCH:

You are about to experience the evolution of language learning! Never before
has learning a language been so fun, fast or easy. You’ll be speaking a foreign
language within just minutes of the very first lesson, and our interactive
language experience will keep you engaged and locked in! The progress you
make with Pocket Languages will utterly shock and amaze your friends, family,
colleagues and teachers.

POCKET ITALIAN:

You are about to experience the evolution of language learning! Never before
has learning a language been so fun, fast or easy. You’ll be speaking a foreign
language within just minutes of the very first lesson, and our interactive
language experience will keep you engaged and locked in! The progress you
make with Pocket Languages will utterly shock and amaze your friends, family,
colleagues and teachers.

POCKET SPANISH:

You are about to experience the evolution of language learning! Never before
has learning a language been so fun, fast or easy. You’ll be speaking a foreign
language within just minutes of the very first lesson, and our interactive
language experience will keep you engaged and locked in! The progress you
make with Pocket Languages will utterly shock and amaze your friends, family,
colleagues and teachers.

LANGUAGE TESTS:

The ‘Language Tests’ application by LSI – Language Studies International
(www.lsi.edu) lets you test your English, French & German skills. You may also
find out about LSI courses and our 19 language-learning destinations
worldwide.

MULTI-LANGUAGE:

The dictionary is an easy-to-use, lightweight module (18 MB), has a user-
friendly interface and intuitive word search algorithm.
This dictionary is targeted at travelers, language learners and students. Unlike
many others, no internet connection is needed to use this dictionary.

http://www.iphonetranslate.com/
http://www.innovativelanguage.com/products/Pocket
http://www.innovativelanguage.com/products/Pocket
http://www.innovativelanguage.com/products/Pocket
http://appadvice.com/app/327768224
http://appadvice.com/app/305464349


MUSIC Apps:

FRET SURFER GUITAR TRAINER:

If you've ever wanted to learn all the notes on your guitar, but needed a little
push in the right direction, then this little app is for you. I designed this based
on my own need for a good way to solidify my knowledge of the fretboard.

SCALE MASTER:

Designed for the beginning musician as well as the professional, ScaleMaster is
an excellent tool towards advancement in theory and scales in particular,
making it easy to look up a scale in seconds, getting a taste of the flavor of a
particular scale by listening to it, or finding out how to play it on one’s
instrument.

KEYBOARD MUSIC:

Four musical instruments to choose from: Saxaphone, Piano, Marimba and
Fingerbass. Play any of these instruments and see the chords displayed on the
screen in the correct place.

KEYFINDER:

Ever wondered what the key of a song being played is? Wonder no more! Just
use the built-in piano keyboard to play along with a song's melody. As you
confirm notes that coincide with what's being played, KeyFinder will narrow
down the number of possible keys the song is in.

MUSIC MASTER:

Music Master is a high tech set of flash cards for practicing reading music that you can
carry with you at all times. No more “killing time” when you’re stuck in a line - start up
Music Master and practice your sight reading!

MUSIC THEORY:

This app works in conjunction with Music Theory 101 to broaden the students
understanding of the concepts presented in MT 101, while adding more
concepts.

RELATIVE PITCH:

"Best trainer by far for relative pitch… After just four days of using it in my car
I can actually identify P5, P4, M3, and m3 intervals. I had pretty much given
up on attaining relative pitch."

http://appadvice.com/app/288733409
http://iphone.rogame.com/pages/ScaleMaster.html
http://www.elsalvadorguia.com/
http://keyfinder.scorelessmusic.com/About.html
http://bluegiraffesoftware.com/Music_Master.html
http://appadvice.com/app/325319454
http://www.easyeartraining.com/RelativePitchLite/


CLASSICAL MUSIC:

• 50 minutes of great classical music. 1 minute of the most exciting part
of the compositions.

• Stylish Vinyl RECORD Player
• Who is the Composer Quiz game
• OpenFeint integration to see other Classical Music Quiz players

leaderboard, get achievements and send challenges.
• Information about compositions and short biography of composers

SCALES:

Scales is a simple but powerful tool for visualizing scales, modes, and chords
on 4, 5, 6, and 7-string basses and guitars.
The fingerboard visualization uses a color-coded system for showing the notes
in each scale, and the interface takes advantage of the Multi-Touch capabilities
of the iPhone and iPod touch to let you zoom, pan, and shrink the fingerboard
to see it just the way you want to see it

EXPERT VIDEO:

With ExpertVideo: Guitar, you have this one-on-one instruction and learn how
to play great blues, acoustic and rock guitar favorites - all right on your iPhone
or iPod Touch! ExpertVideo: Guitar also allows you to chat right within the
application - you can immediately share your thoughts and comments on a
moderated discussion panel. Share your favorite guitar playing tips with other
music fans.

4D SYNTH:

4D Synth LE is amusical instrument designed, from the ground up, to take
advantage of the unique user interface of the iPhone and iPod touch. It allows
the user to generate musical sounds that vary according to screen position and
the tilt of the device. The long dimension of the screen corresponds to the
pitch of the note, and the short dimension of the screen corresponds to the
volume (loudness) of the note. The tilt of the device controls the vibrato level
and, when FM synthesis is activated in the settings, the modulation level.

MIMIC:

Mimic X is the perfect app whether you're looking to exercise your brain,
improve your musical memory, or just want to give your mind some focused
relaxation.

DJ MIX TOUR:

Test your sense of rhythm in a crazy club atmosphere: as a famous DJ, mix
your favorite licensed hits in the hottest places and make hundreds of people
get on the dance floor!

http://appadvice.com/app/319123595
http://www.kevinchartier.com/scales/index.html
http://appshopper.com/education/expertvideo-guitar
http://kevinchartier.com/4dsynthle/index.html
http://appadvice.com/app/338626865
http://appadvice.com/app/317796239


BEAT NIK:

With Beatnik, you can vibraslap it while listening to your favorite tracks on
your iPhone or make your own sweet rhythms with your friends. Want a
drumroll, please, to announce your latest initiative at the next staff meeting?
Need more cowbell when you’re on stage with your band (who doesn’t)? What
about some groovy beats to amp up your spoken word performance? Use your
device alone or just connect to your PA system. Either way, leave your
percussion instruments at home. All you need is your iPhone or iPod
Touch...and Beatnik.

SCHOOL OF ROCK:

“Solid tutorials and easy to get into game modes.” “Great for music
aficionados” ign.com
“This app totally worth every penny.” This app was great. Recommended for
musicians, kids, and anyone who’d like to increase their rock knowledge.”
Appleiphoneapps.com

STAYINTUNE:

As long as you have your iPhone, you'll never play out of key again with Stay
In Tune. A powerful and flexible instrument tuner for the iPhone, Stay In Tune
can tune all types of stringed and wind instruments using iPhone's built-in
microphone. Featuring a large and easy-to-see display, this little application is
a must for any musician.

PE Apps:

BBC SPORT:

BBC Sport 606 is a sports based app, it puts together the up-to-date news
from BBC Sport with relevant comments from the BBC Radio 5 live discussion
forum, known as 606. We hope this app gives users a great way to read news
provided by BBC Sport and be able to then see what the public and other users
are saying about that sport.

i FOOTY:

must-have for any fan of the beautiful game. iFooty World brings you detailed
coverage of football (soccer) from around the world, at both club and
international level.

DEFINITION FITNESS:

Personal trainer at your finger tips, ready to Sculpt and tone those legs and
not to mention those glutes, “Definition Fitness” knows that just these two

http://appadvice.com/app/307867121
http://appadvice.com/app/293574859
http://www.apptism.com/apps/stay-in-tune
http://appadvice.com/app/318421044
http://appadvice.com/app/315839718


specific exercisesis all you need to get your started in having those legs and
glutes you always wanted. These exercises isolate the specific muscle group
that gives you just that, balance and a perfect lower body ! so its time to
break that plateau and add new exercises to your routine and remember
Fitness for Success! - Many more body parts covered!

FITNESS LOG:

Fitness Junkie Stumbles Upon a Unique Method To Make It Ridiculously Easy to
Track Your Fitness Progress... Up to 50% Quicker Than Using Regular Log
Books
"It's just easier ... I used to do it with a notebook and I used to lose it or get
water spilled on it, but I don't forget my phone, and it's my music player, too."

FITNESS PLAN:

This application will help you to track fitness exercises you have done and to
plan future ones. Every time you do an exercise, you enter here the date, time
and some details for it. It is possible to create repeating activities and plan
future trainings.
You may also track your progress or overall amount of every discipline within a
period of time with History view.

BODY FITNESS:

With over 320 exercises, separated into Core, Lower Body, Arms, Chest,
Shoulders, Back and even Yoga categories, you'll be hard pressed to find an
exercise that isn't included. And if it isn't, email us with your exercise and we'll
be sure to include it within the next update.

INTERVAL TRAINER:

Anyone who does interval training of any kind could benefit from the new
iPhone app ITGO.

FITNESS AND HEALTHY WEIGHT:

Fitness & Healthy Weight is designed to help you assess your state of health,
taking into account several indicators, such as BMI (Body Mass Index, widely
used and recognized even by the WHO) and the BFI (Body Fat Index, which
allows assess the relationship between body fat and lean mass in the body).

RUN KEEPER:

RunKeeper uses the GPS technology found in the iPhone 3G/3GS to track your
fitness activity, giving you comparable results to an expensive GPS watch at a
fraction of the cost.

http://appadvice.com/app/294364313
http://appadvice.com/app/309844104
http://appadvice.com/app/309844104
http://appadvice.com/app/302558177
http://appadvice.com/app/335702009
http://appadvice.com/app/329032744
http://appadvice.com/app/336935110
http://appadvice.com/app/300226023


GYM TRAINER:

Instead of giving you a database of exercises you probably never heard of,
GymTrainer focuses on giving you workout routines that get results. No more
wasting your time at the gym wondering what to do next, just decide what
body part you would like to workout and let GymTrainer take care of the rest.

FITNESS BUILDER:

Never before has there been such a comprehensive library of challenging
workouts, covering all areas of fitness for beginners to the most advanced
users. FitnessBuilder contains 200 workouts, organized by fitness goal and
location. Each workout offers the clearest possible image, tip and video with
audio coaching* that guides you through the exercises. FREE
FitnessBuildergives you two complete sessions to preview what these workouts
will do for you.

FIT ORBIT:

For the first time ever, you can get a REAL professional on your iPhone and
iPod touch. Yes… we mean REAL. We have hundreds of personal trainers, diet
and weight loss experts, and other fitness professionals that train celebrities,
and people just like you, all over the world.

FITNESS TERMS:

Finally understand what everyone is talking about at the gym!
Ever wonder what the "hip adductor" machine really does? Or do you only
kinda-sorta know what BMI means? With Fitness Terms, you'll never have to
wonder again!

TENNIS SCORE KEEPER:

Tennis Score Keeper tracks the points played during a tennis game. For those
new to the game of tennis, this is a good way to learn the scoring system. Just
click the tennis ball to add a point to that player's score.

MOBILE TENNIS COACH:

This app is designed for tennis coaches and tennis parents! Many years of
coaching experience in the field of junior tennis development has allowed us to
release this sophisticated junior tennis developmental program in a form of an
Iphone application. Hundreds of tennis drills and exercises are used as building
blocks for a complete high performance tennis program for the ages 6-18.

http://appadvice.com/app/306776673
http://appadvice.com/app/311038516
http://appadvice.com/app/311038516
http://appadvice.com/app/328868556
http://appadvice.com/app/334346509
http://appadvice.com/app/305702612
http://appadvice.com/app/333275868


SPORTS VIDEO:

If you like SportVideo: Tennis be sure to check out other videos in the series
including SportsVideo: Basketball, SportsVideo: Baseball, SportsVideo: Golf,
SportsVideo: Volleyball, and more!

RUGBY SPEED AND AGILITY TRAINING:

Four specific training routines (Speed, Speed-Agility, Speed-Power, Agility-
Power) are clearly explained in educational video clips by Damian Marsh, an
international rugby conditioning coach (the coordinator of athletic performance
for the ACT Brumbies of the Super 14).

RUGBY COACHES CLIPBOARD:

Just like an actual coach's clipboard, you can move your players around on the
screen and draw lines using your finger. For rugby coaches and fanatics, you
can use this app to discuss plays from your playbook with your friends and
team mates.

RUGBY TUBE:

Kick back and watch some of the best rugby videos available on the iPhone.
Features:
- enjoy a spectacular selection of rugby videos
- suggest your favorite videos to RugbyTube and make rugby history
- chat with other rugby fans
- TubeWorks' award-winning interface
- exceptional application graphics and professional sound production

TOUCH STAT:

This application allows parents or coaches of any sport to easily track the
contacts each player gets in practice or in a game and rate them on a 0-3
point scale. Simply enter your roster once. Define an event and a skill/focus,
and tap each time a player does something you want to track, then tap a
rating.

iMAP MY:

This amazing technology is directly linked to the most powerful social
networking, mapping, and fitness training site on the internet today at
MapMyRun.com or MapMyRide.com. Our sites are famous for its mapping
technology and now with iMapMyRun/iMapMyRide you can instantaneously
download and view your maps on the site or in Google Earth, post them to
your blog or website, email them to friends, or print them out for an event or
group run!

http://appadvice.com/app/337361891
http://appadvice.com/app/298777150
http://appadvice.com/app/323142839
http://appadvice.com/app/323722333
http://appadvice.com/app/329049900
http://www.imapmy.com/


BLEEP TEST:

The first and still mostpopular iPhone/iPod Bleep Test application has been
updated and enhanced following feedback from fitness professionals. This
means that it remains the most fully featured and complete app in its class.

BMI:

BMI Calculator Premium / Healthy Weight Tracker (iBMITracker) helps you
monitor and keep track of your BMI (Body Mass Index). It helps you set a Goal
to maintain a healthy BMI and monitor your progress. Carry around
iBMITracker in your iPhone or iPod Touch all the time to keep on top of your
numbers.
This app is also a valuable tool for BMI Trends Analysis.

BLOOD PRESSURE:

New from Goforth Mobile Apps - a simple app for keeping track of your Blood
Pressure readings for those that must keep up with this sort of thing.
Tested for iPhone but should work on iTouch as well as there are no phone-
like functions.

DANCETUTOR:

DanceTutor - a personal dance instructor in your pocket.
Starting off with an introduction to the history of dance before moving on to
the basic steps, positions and rhythms, DanceTutor teaches you all you need
to know to cut it on the dance-floor.

Endomondo Tracker:

Endomondo Tracker is a free application for iPhone 3G and 3GS that makes
sports more fun by acting as your personal training partner. Using the built-in
GPS it tracks your running, cycling, hiking, kayaking, skiing - you name it!

EZSCORE:

This is a general-purpose score keeper (score pad, score sheet, score card)
application. Use it to track player scores in your favorite games, track scores in
opinion polls, in team sports, track expenses, etc. Have it available in your
iPhone or iPod Touch just in case you need in the next occasion. "EZ Score"
allows you to manage any number of players. ("EZ Score Lite" has identical
features but allows only a maximum of 3 players per game.)

GOLF SCORES:

Record you and your friends' golf score history with this simple to use app

http://www.apptism.com/apps/bleep-test-2
http://www.apptism.com/apps/bmi-tracker-ibmitracker
http://www.apptism.com/apps/bphistorie
http://www.apptism.com/apps/dancetutor
http://www.apptism.com/apps/endomondo-tracker
http://www.apptism.com/apps/ez-score
http://www.apptism.com/apps/golf-scores


iTEAM:

iTeam Xtra is an organizing application to help plan and organize MULTIPLE
sports teams for a sports game or event. It allows the creation of a squad of
players for each team, to choose your team for each game and record
important information. It also allows you to email the players in the current
team with the information about the game.

RPSE Apps:

DAILY PRAYER:

This program is a nice collection of short prayers that will help to give you
motivation for those times when you need it most. Use this program for
inspiration and as a reminder to be thankful for all of the good things in life.
Keep the Almighty and the Heavenly Father in your life.

12 WORLD RELIGIONS:

The book "12 World Religions Instantly" should help to get quick information
about the main 12 world religions instantly. Chronologically posted questions
about 12 world religions are answered in a simple way. To become familiar
with names like: Moses, Abraham, Buddha, Krishna, Christ, Muhammad and
relate them to specific religion will help us to orient quickly in religious history

RELIGION TUBE:

Kick back and watch some of the best religion videos available on the iPhone.
Features:
- enjoy a spectacular selection of religion videos
- suggest your favorite videos to ReligionTube and make religion history
- chat with other religion fans
- TubeWorks' award-winning interface
- exceptional application graphics and professional sound production

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGION:

This Encyclopedia is packed with all the major religions/sects of the world and
their numerous denominations. Each religion and denomination has a
multitude of information about it including beliefs, history, practices etc.

RELIGION TRIVIA:

Test your knowledge against others and compare how you rank globally, with
Religion Trivia!

http://www.apptism.com/apps/iteam-xtra
http://appadvice.com/app/314885011
http://appadvice.com/app/319938769
http://appadvice.com/app/327683696
http://appadvice.com/app/333213981


Religion Trivia is filled with 5 banks of trivia containing 50 questions. We
present you with a fun, interactive, and feature rich Trivia Game.

LOGOS BIBLE:

Logos Bible Software puts the most powerful Bible study tools in the world
right in the palm of your hand. Immediately you will gain access to over 30
free Bibles from http://bible.logos.com

LOGOS BIBLE READER:

Logos Bible Reader is a lightweight and fast applicationthat lets you browse the
King James Version of the Holy Bible. It was primary designed for casual
reading or following along quickly with a biblical message.

DAILY KORAN:

Daily Koran (Qur'an) brings quotes from the Koran into our everyday life for
remembrance and following of Allah's truth. Its design is simplistic, giving easy
access to some daily brief words, that users may grow in belief and wisdom.
Generate random passages from amongst hundreds of the most compelling
quotes from the Holy Book.

MORAL COMPASS:

Moral Compass offers insight and advice in the words of some of our World's
greatest writers, philosophers, warriors, teachers, poets, heroes, and leaders.
Using an elegant interface, Moral Compass is there to offer that "ah hah!"

moment when you're unsure of how to approach a problem, deal with stress,
handle a challenging person, endure a loss, help someone, or just keep one
foot in front of the other. This is the app that helps you do the right thing.

SCIENCE Apps:

THE OUTLINE OF SCIENCE:

This Outline of Science is meant for the general reader, who lacks both time
and opportunity for special study, and yet would take an intelligent interest in
the progress of science which is making the world always new.

SCIENCE QUIZ:

If you are still in school, and wondering how to test yourself on yourscience
knowledge in a fun way, you have come to the right place!
A multi-choice science quiz on your iphone.
The areas of science we touch on include
• Physics

http://appadvice.com/app/310907618
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• Chemistry
• Biology
• Zoology
• Earth
• Inventions
• Space.

POP SCI:

Get the latest dispatches from the future of science and technology anytime
with Popular Science’s free app. You’ll get up-to-the-minute news on the
cutting edge in scientific research, gadgets and green tech. Save the stories to
read even when you’re not connected, and filter them by your favorite topic.

THE MR SCIENCE SHOW:

The Mr Science Show has gone mobile! This app brings you the latest episodes
of the podcast, all our blog posts, and additional special features such as:
The Mr Science Show is a podcast and blog all about science - the science
around us, science through travel, interviews, controversies, news and current
events, debunking bad science, and generally having fun with it.

GRAPHING CALCULATOR:

Graphing Calculator turns your phone or iPod into an intuitive high-resolution
function plotter and scientific calculator. Features include the following:
- Includes a powerful, yet easy to use scientific calculator.
- Quickly plot and trace multiple equations on the same graph.
- Custom keyboard to speed up entering in equations.
- Pinch to zoom and drag/slide for scrolling the graph in real time.
- The graph view supports portrait and landscape modes.
- Take screen shots, and e-mail graphs to yourself.
- Evaluate your graphs at any x value using the calculator screen.
- Find the exact (x,y) coordinates for roots and intersections using the trace
mode.
- Currently supports the following functions: log, log2, log10, ln, exp, sin, cos,
tan, asin, acos, atan, sinh, cosh, tanh, degrees to radians, radians to degrees,
absolute value, square root, ceiling, floor and mod.

THE CHEMICAL TOUCH:

Explore the properties of the elements, the standard amino acids, and the
nucleobases with The Chemical Touch. A touch sensitive periodic table and
chemical information companion, it provides a wealth of information right at
your fingertips. Recolor the periodic table by selecting properties other than
Atomic Mass to visually investigate periodic trends.

ACTIVE SONAR:

Active Sonar emits a high frequency sonic pulse and listens for echoes that
that bounce off of objects. The distance the echo has traveled is instantly
computed and graphically displayed in a color coded format showing the

http://appadvice.com/app/327916625
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distance and strength of the echo. Active Sonar will allow you to instantly and
accurately measure the distance to objects, such as a wall, up to 12 feet away.

SCIENCE GLOSSARY:

An extensive glossary of scientific terms and short biographies of key
scientists. Formatted specifically for the iPhone and provided by Visionlearning,
Inc. All definitions link to related terms and detailed science learning modules.

EMF DETECTOR:

Simply load the EMF Detector on your 3GS iPhone, and you will immediately
see the magnetic forces detected by the phone plot in real time, allowing you
to easily identify fluctuations in magnetic (MF) and electromagnetic (EMF)
fields. The computed magnitude of the detected field is also indicated by the
needle display to aid you in hunting out those magnetic hot zones. Have fun!

GCSE CHEMISTRY REVISION:

GCSE Chemistry Revision is an app containing over 45 minutes of revision
audio sessions on essential chemistry topics.
This app is aimed at the UK GCSE student - although any English-speaking
student aged 14-16 will benefit from revising these core areas. The app is also
useful to us adults refreshing our Chemistry knowledge.

SCIENCE TUBE:

Kick back and watch some of the best science videos available on the iPhone.
ScienceTube is for scientists by scientists.
Features:
- watch all of the hand-selected collection of videos
- suggest your own video
- chat with other cool people
- professionally produced intro sound and award-winning interface

i AMINO:

iAmino - the reference and learning tool for amino acids
Are you a student? Do you want a reference and learning tool for amino acids?
Do you study in the field of medicine, chemistry, biology or other fields where
amino acids are important? Then iAmino is perfectly suited for you.

BIOLOGY - REPRODUCTION:

Biology: Reproduction is a fully-featured flash card app that helps you learn
about reproductive biology.
Individual cards can be added to or removed from a built-in "Faves Deck" at
any time. Use the "Faves Deck" to study only the cards that really give you
trouble!
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i Anatomy:

iAnatomy: An anatomy atlas of the face, neck, chest, abdomen, and pelvis.
-75 images with 60 actual CT scans of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis
-New cadaveric images of the face and neck!
-Separate male and female pelvis
-Over 1300 anatomy identifying labels now with Latin terminology option
-Images from the Visible Human Project from the National Library of Medicine
-Designed, developed, and written by a board certified Radiologist
-Separate tabs allow choice of seeing bone, muscle, organ, or blood vessel
labels on each image. This enables a larger set of labels per image without
confusion.

The Respiratory System:

Learn about the respiratory system!
The Respiratory System is a fully-featured flash card app that helps you learn
about the respiratory system.

Biology: Digestion

Learn about digestion!
Biology: Digestion is a fully-featured flash card app that helps you learn about
mammalian digestion.

ATOM IN A BOX:

Atom in a Box is an aid for visualizing the Hydrogenic atomic orbitals, the
three-dimensional states that the electron occupies in Hydrogen, a prime and
otherwise unwieldy example of Quantum Mechanics. It interactively shows
what the Hydrogen atom "looks" like.

GRAVITY BALLS:

This is a Physics based application that simulates the effects of Newton's Law
of Gravity on objects called Gravity Balls.
This allows you to simulate the orbit of a planet around a sun, a random
solar system, or tons of other scenarios.
It's simple to create a new gravity ball, just by pinching on the screen. As
you create each ball, it joins the simulation and is attracted to the other balls
through the Laws of Gravity.

i MOLEDRAW:

The IMoleDraw is an application that can view, edit and build molecules in 2D.
Users can easily draw a molecular structure with IMoleDraw.

http://appadvice.com/app/328875702
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GRAFLY:

Grafly provides full equation graphing interactivity, with live touch-based zoom
and scroll features for arbitrarily complex multiple simultaneous graphs, and
with live gravity mode for graph exploration by simply moving your device
"around the figure" to view it from any angle.

SEN Apps:

WORD BUBBLES:

Word Bubbles is a fun game to keep your mind sharp and test your word
puzzle skills. Unscramble a word in order to feed the fish in your aquarium.
Take too long and your fish will start to go belly up! See how long you can
keep your fish happily swimming around. Or see how little time it takes you to
send them to the Great Fishbowl in the sky.

WORD POETRY:

Word poetry is a game that will test your (and the kids!) creative word skills.
Each screen has eight visible words for you to make up a phrase, poem or
sentence.

WORD SEARCH:

Word Search is here to test your concentration leveland your eyesight. This is
a simple searching game where you've to find out 8 hidden words from the
clustered letters. Sounds easy?

PICTOGRAM:

First, we display a picture of a pictogram. Then, you try to figure out what the
pictogram represents. Usually, the pictogram represents a common phrase,
slogan, or motto. Once you think you have the Rebus solved, then you can
optionally show the answer. Does a particular Rebus have you fooled? No
problem... just skip the current quiz for the next one.

Missing Numbers Attack:

Find the missing math number while practicing addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division as a fun arcade game.

ADD NUMBERS:

Pick one or more cards and add numbers on card together. When sum of
numbers is same as goal number, you win the game. This is a very simple
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math game that you and your kids will enjoy. Let's see how good your math
skill is.

Proloquo2Go:

Proloquo2Go provides a full-featured augmentative and alternative
communication solution for people who have difficulty speaking. It provides
natural sounding text-to-speech voices (INITIALLY AMERICAN AND BRITISH
ENGLISH ONLY), up-to-date symbols, powerful automatic conjugations, a
default vocabulary of over 7000 items, full expandability and extreme ease of
use.

i Prompt:

iPrompts® is a customizable, visual prompting toolfor use with individuals that
may benefit from having structure and visual aids throughout the day.
The application is designed especially for parents, special educators and
therapists to use with developmentally challenged and language-impaired
individuals, like people with Autism, Down syndrome, Fragile X syndrome, and
apraxia of speech.

i Reward:

iRewardChart makes it easy to reward your children for their good behavior
and keep them motivated. Use your iPhone to setup your child’s information,
assign tasks, track their progress and payout rewards for their achievements.
Assign tasks and rewards from the preset list or define your own tasks and
rewards and use them.

BRAIN CHALLENGE:

43 mini-games, 8.7/10 average in reviews, 5 awards.
Brain Challenge is the ONLY comprehensive brain training partner on the
iPhone or iPod Touch.

WURDLE:

wurdle is a fun, flexible and fast-paced word game, perfect for coffee breaks or
the subway. Find and trace as many words as possible before time runs out.
Can't find any more words? Shake the board to mix up the tiles! Customize
wurdle the way YOU like it, and see how you measure up against your friends
and the world with online high scores.

BRAIN TUNER:

Tune your brain in less than a minute a day! Like a Brain Age exercise.
Get your brain in shape with this great math game for all ages.

http://appadvice.com/app/308368164
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VOICE NOTES:

VoiceNotes allows you to record voice messages for later playback. Record as
long as you want and then transfer voice notes to your PC or Mac with
VoiceNoteSync.

KUGON:

Get brain fit! Improve your critical thinking, speed, and memory skills in just
minutes a day! KuGon is the next generation of brain teasers that pushes your
number combination to new levels. KuGon brilliantly brings a new type of
gameplay never seen before in this genre of games. As you solve the puzzle,
beautiful MoZaics are revealed! See how many MoZaics are needed to answer
the KuGon trivia! KuGon is flexible enough to play only minutes at a time or
for hours on end.

TECHNOLOGY Apps:

WHOLE FOODS MARKET RECIPES:

Looking for healthy and delicious food? Search Whole Foods Market Recipes for
recipes featuring the finest natural and organic foods. You can search recipes
by ingredients and dietary preferences like gluten-free, low fat, and vegetarian
/ vegan. Every Whole Foods Market recipe includes nutritional information and
cooking instructions.

FOOD AND NUTRITION:

This is a great application that discusses the most important topics in food and
nutrition.
This application offers health information for general educational and
informational purposes only. It is not the intention of this application to
provide specific medical recommendation or professional advice.

BIGOVEN:

Ever want access to your cookbooks from the grocery store? Try BigOven
170,000+ recipe search.
With over two million downloads, it's one of the most popular food applications
on iTunes. Find out how to use up leftovers, see what other people are cooking
up for dinner, and access a handy Food Glossary!

SIMPLE TIMER:

Simple Timer brings the missing feature from the iPhone to your fingertips.
Now you can have a timer that works in seconds in addition to minutes.
Great for gym workouts, cooking, games, tests, photography, etc.!
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BABY PREGNANCY TRACKER:

The baby Pregnancy Tracker enables you to follow the development of your
babythrough this beautiful and practical weekly progress update.
Look ahead and see what to expect in future weeks or flip through to see the
entire cycle of the gestation period.
The baby Pregnancy Tracker tells you about the development of your baby in a
certain week, and also informs you about what is happening to your body in
that week.

VIRTUAL BABY:

Simply put, you don't have a soul if the cooing and goo-goo gah-gah of a
toddler doesn't make you smile. I mean just typing about a baby saying goo-
goo gah-gah is making me smile : ) Well if you're not parent material quite
yet, Inner Four presents Virtual Baby, all the charm and joy of parenthood
without the diaper changing and sleepless nights.

BABY's COMING:

This application will help you keep track of contractions during labour. It's
simplistic interface won't distract you during this demanding time. Thanks to
'Baby's Coming' it'll be easy to establish whether it's time to head to hospital
(contractions are frequent enough).

BABY SAFE:

Developed by caring moms and dads :)
With features any parents would love:
- Noise level sensitivity based on the environment in which your baby sleeps. If
the window is open or music is playing the application can be adjusted to take
ambient noises into account.
- Sound length adjustment helps to avoid false alarms. If your baby talks in his
or her sleep, the application will not set off a warning.
- Multiple alert options (can be used individually or all at once):
- A phone call to any number in your address book (**see the NOTE below!)
- A Twitter alarm allows status to be viewed online. SMS notification is
available in the USA, Canada and India
- A “lullaby” function plays soothing music or your own voice

TED:

Enjoy inspiring and edifying talks from the Technology, Entertainment and
Design (TED) conferences on your iPhone or iPod Touch. This application
integrates multiple information feeds from TED into an unique user experience
on the iPhone.

http://appadvice.com/app/336473108
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SEWING VIDEOS:

CraftVideo: Sewing is the premier iPhone and iPod Touch video collection of
sewing tutorials
Want to learn how to make low-cost, one-of-a-kind clothing? Looking to
improve your sewing and alteration skills?

INTERIOR DESIGN:

StyleVideo: Interior Design is the premier iPhone and iPod Touch video
collection of interior design tutorials.
Looking to improve the look and feel of your living space? Improving the
interior design and decoration of your home can be a way to re-energize your
life! With StyleVideo: Interior Design, you will have access to interior design
tutorials for remodeling and refreshing your bathroom, kitchen, living room,
and for city dwellers, your apartment or smaller living space - all on your
iPhone or iPod Touch!

I.D. Wood:

The standalone application will work with or without an Internet connection so
that the samples and information are always at your fingertips. From the basic
to the exotic, I.D. Wood turns your mobile device into a virtual guidebook for
seasoned woodworkers, cabinet makers, designers, artists, architects,
collectors, antique dealers, hobbyists, gunsmiths, musicians, homeowners,
boat builders, carpenters and others.

i SIZE IT:

This application offers three simple ways of measuring things. The application
includes a Rotating Ruler, a Scrolling Ruler, and a Diagonal Ruler.

ELECTRICAL TOOL KIT:

This is a smart & handy tool for all Electrical & Electronics engineers,
electricians, technicians, students etc...
This app is simple to use and smart enough to recalculate circuit values when
user edits any input data. More tools will be added to the list soon.

CIRCUIT4:

Circuit4 is a circuit analysis application for anybody interestedin Electrical
Circuits. It is specially useful to first year students of Electrical Engineering or
for anybody that is taking an introductory course in Circuits.
Use Circuit4 to solve for node voltages of linear circuits
containing resistors, voltage sources, current sources and operational
amplifiers or OP-AMPs.
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i RESISTORS:

You can swipe on colored bands on resistor, and You will see colors changing
and the final value in Ohm will be displayed.
Useful to learn basic electronics at school.

ELECPUZZLES:

The elecPuzzles app allows you to test your knowledgeof some basic electronic
circuits. Perform the necessary calculations to solve problems presented to
you.

ELECTRONIC TOOLBOX:

With Electronic Toolbox, the amateur handicraftsman, technician, radio
amateur, trainee and student has a collection of the most important aids to the
hand. Rereading in books and tables or computation with the pocket calculator
is unnecessary after installation of this application.

iBUBBLE LEVEL:

iBubbleLevel expands your iPhone with a precise level.
Functions:
- calibrating function, making precise measurements possible
- horizontal measurement
- vertical measurement
- measurement on inclined surfaces of 45 degrees

GRAPHICS TUBE:

Kick back and watch some of the best graphics videos available on the iPhone.
GraphicsTube is the premier place for graphics videos.
Features:
- enjoy a spectacular selection of graphics videos
- suggest your favorite videos to GraphicsTube and make graphics history
- chat with other graphics fans
- TubeWorks' award-winning interface
- exceptional application graphics and professional sound production

GRAPHIC DESIGNER:

Through this book, we will show you what you will need to do if you wish to
take up a career in graphics designing.

FONT SHUFFLE:

FontShuffle is the fastest mobile source of typographic inspiration. 650+ font
families are sorted by visual similarity. Without any previous knowledge about
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type design, you can quickly discover 6 typefaces of similar style in just two
taps by navigating the simple category menu. Choose the list view to examine
up to 24 similar typefaces.

FONTS:

Displays all of the fonts on the device. The initial list is the font families, then
each font (normal, bold, oblique) within the family, then details about the font.
This application is for developers who want to see what fonts are available and
how they look at various point sizes.

DESIGN RULER:

DesignRuler is an accurate reproduction of the standard Graphic Design ruler -
essential for anyone working in Advertising, Newspaper and Magazine Print
Production.
Students of Graphic Design will also find DesignRuler indispensable.

COLORSUTRA:

colorSutra takes the guesswork out of matching colors.
Ever wonder how professional designers create great color combinations every
time? This fun application makes this incredibly easy: just pick a color from a
color wheel, or sample it with the iPhone camera. colorSutra will automatically
give you the colors that match.

PHOTOSHOP:

Photoshop.com Mobile for iPhone lets you quickly and easily edit and share
your photos with simple gestures directly on your iPhone. Photoshop.com
Mobile is like having your entire photo library in your pocket without wasting
your phone's valuable storage space.

eLABORATORY:

Step by step you´ll learn to switch and animate LED lights, store and load data
to modules and RAM, how to create loops and how to make decisions and
much more. Thereby you´ll learn about all the basics and you´ll train your
brain to control and master one of the most powerful technologies in human
history - the microprocessor.

GEAR RATIO:

Gear Ratio is a simple utility that calculates gear ratio, driveline ratio, and
vehicle speed in both US and Metric units.
Enter the input and output gear teeth, the axle ratio, the tire size , and
engine speed. Gear Ratio calculates the gear ratio, the driveline ratio, and
the vehicle speed from the inputs.
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HOWCAST:

Howcast for iPhone shows you fun, useful how to videos wherever you happen
to be. Need a recipe while you're cooking a particular dish? Want to make a
specific drink or cocktail? Desperate to learn how to jump start or repair your
car? The Howcast for iPhone app will show you a video that will let you learn
how.

MODEL SCALE:

ModelScale is a handy tool for anyone who needs to design a scaled model. It
is ideal for Civil Engineers, Architects, or hobbyist train/house model makers
who are always on the go.

James.
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